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Dear Flower Friend:

Just now I am thinking particularly of a letter that came to me from f

Brazil, which said in part:

“Words completely fail me when I try to express my admiration for Kui

Gladioli. I buy no others, as I am convinced that there are no finer Gladioli grc

And another one from Belgium saying:

“Please do not forget to send me your catalog every year, as I want me
your wonderful creations. I have 268 of your varieties, 50 of which I exhibitec

recent flower show. I could not describe the success I had. I received first

Gold Medal, the congratulations and acclamation of the J

Could you be here with me day after day and read, fro:

thousands of unsolicited letters I receive, about the enjo}

and the satisfaction Kunderd Gladioli are giving to flower
'

the world over, I am quite sure your enthusiasm would
no bounds.

The offerings in my 1927 catalog, a copy of which wa
to you early in January, are arranged so that making up an
is quite an easy matter. I want you to also know that s

you find it troublesome to decide what to order, I will glac

the selecting for you and assure you complete satisfaction.

Won’t you turn to the Kunderd G
catalog today and decide to grow at least

of my varieties this year?

Sincerely yours,

I sent you $10.00 asking you to select for me the
best gladioli for the money as I was just starting my
new flower garden. Each bulb you sent me has
bloomed or will bloom and each gladiolus is a wonder
of beauty. I do not believe I could have selected, for
three times the amount I sent, such flowers; they are
a perfect glory. I thank you and will order just as
many bulbs as I can afford next year.

MRS. E. F. McKENZIE, Georgia.
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